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1 of 1 review helpful Disciple s Quest 2 By Tray This one is just as inspirational as book one it shows more of what it 
takes to be a solider in the army of our Lord Each encounter has scripture showing the path the obstacle and how to be 
an overcomer This is not a play book but it is in depth with the wisdom of the Bible For me it gave understanding and 
a more earnest desire to walk in the way It is entertaining In this second book of the Disciple s Quest Series two more 
heroes are called forth into battle Jeremiah lives in the Town of Rationalism where he is enjoying life until the sudden 
appearance of a stranger changes everything A conversation with the mysterious traveler raises grave doubts about his 
previous assumptions and his purpose in life Determined to find answers Jeremiah embarks on a journey that thrusts 
him into a world he never knew existed As h 
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